Gateway B2

1st Trimester Objectives
Official Exam Preparation: Cambridge B2 First
In the first trimester you should finish units 2-4, as well as a quick review of gerunds and
infinitives from Unit 1.
This level is for students who are usually in their first year of preparing to take the B2 exam.
While some may be ready to take the exam after this year, most will likely not be ready.
There is a lot of content in the book, so you can and should skip the Gateway to Life sections in
each chapter, unless there is an exercise that is perfect to practice for the exam.
You should be practicing exercises from the entire exam each trimester. They have already had
an overview. Note that there might be some exercises in the book that are for the CAE (C1)
exam. You can spend less time on these, but make sure they are familiar with the exercises that
will be on their trimester exam.
Gateway to Exam sections at the end of Chapter 2 and 4 are a great way to practice specific
exercises for the FCE exam. Make sure you include these in your planning of the trimester.
All new and necessary vocabulary can be found on pages 136-142 in the student’s book.

Unit 2

Vocabulary

Grammar

Cambridge Specific things

Work Conditions,
Responsibilities and
Working life
page 18

Past Simple vs Past
Continuous
page 20

Writing an opinion essay is
a key component of writing
and something all students
have difficulty with. Every
week give your students an
essay to write about, going
over planning in class
beforehand so they have
an idea on how to complete
the task by themselves.

Working - phrasal verbs
page 21

Past and Present Habits used to, would/wouldn’t do
page 20
Past Perfect Simple and
Past Perfect Continuous
page 24-25

Every time students read or especially listen to a text, they should be trying to guess what the content will
be, then share their opinions in class and why they think they are correct. After the first read through,
discuss again about who is right and why, giving examples from the text they read or listened to. This is
particularly important for listening to cement active listening skills, making the listening sections easier for
them.

Unit 3

Vocabulary

Grammar

Cambridge Specific things

Travel, Trips and Transport
page 32

Future forms - Be going to,
will, present continuous,
simple present
page 34-35

During Speaking Part 4
students must talk about
various options with their
partner and give evidence
to support it. This can be
very difficult, so where
possible, students should
discuss topics such as
sports subjects at school,
give their pros and cons in
the arguments to convince
their partner/s they are
correct.

Prefixes - dis-, over-, co-,
etc
page 35

Future Continuous, Future
Perfect Simple, Future
Perfect Continuous
page 38

Speaking Part 2 can be quite difficult for students, especially recently after completing B1, as the students
try to describe the photos instead of comparing and contrasting to answer the question. Before doing this
task, have students write down what similarities and what differences they can see between the two
pictures in two columns. They should then use these notes as a guide to answer the question. At
first,don’t give them a time limit, just let them speak naturally.
Remind students that while it is good to know how to structure a story, for the exam, it is much much
easier to answer the email option during the exam.

Unit 4

Vocabulary

Grammar

Cambridge Specific things

Personality
page 44

Making comparisons
page 46

Noun Suffixes - -ity, -ion,
-or, etc
page 47

Articles
page 50

In Writing Part 2, one of the
options will be an article,
an email/letter, or a story.
Students should learn to
write all types, although
focus should be put on
writing the letter and the
article as they are the
easiest forms to master in
an exam setting.

So, such, too, enough
page 50

The Speaking section of this exam is not particularly useful to the exam, however it can be related to Part
4, where the students have to talk at length about a certain topic. You can adapt this section by having the
student take notes about a favourite topic and then discussing it with someone else, who should be
asking questions about the topic and giving their own opinion as well.
When doing long Reading sections, such as on page 45, students should read the text first, then the
questions only, underlining important words, and then finding the section of the text that will allow them to
answer the question. Only when they know where the answer in the text is, should they look at which
option matches the text using key words.

Gateway B2

2nd Trimester Objectives
Official Exam Preparation: Cambridge B2 First
In the first trimester you should finish units 5, 6 and 7.
This level is for students who are usually in their first year of preparing to take the B2 exam.
While some may be ready to take the exam after this year, most will likely not be ready.
There is a lot of content in the book, so you can and should skip the Gateway to Life sections in
each chapter, unless there is an exercise that is perfect to practice for the exam.
You should be practicing exercises from the entire exam each trimester. They have already had
an overview. Note that there might be some exercises in the book that are more appropriate for
the CAE (C1) exam. You can spend less time on these, but make sure they are familiar with the
types of exercises that will be on their trimester exam.
The Gateway to Exam section at the end of Chapter 6 is a great way to practice specific
exercises for the FCE exam. Make sure you include these in your planning of the trimester.
All new and necessary vocabulary can be found on pages 136-142 in the student’s book.
Unit 5

Vocabulary
Buying and selling, Money
and Banking.
page 58
Phrasal verbs related to
money and shopping.
page 61

Grammar
Modal verbs of obligation,
prohibition - present and
past.
page 60
Modals of speculation and
deduction - present and
past.
page 64

Cambridge Specific Things
For the Speaking section
of the unit, pay special
attention to the modals of
speculation in the unit as
well. These modals are
really great to help tie
ideas together and the use
of conjecture will help to
smooth over any times the
student isn’t quite sure of
what is happening in the
picture. It would also be a
good idea to think of other
expressions that they can
use as well.

The article on page 59 is a great example of how to set out an article for the exam with the title
and then headings for each paragraph with factual information and formal writing throughout. In
class after doing the reading section, you might want to analyse the structures used in the
article to get ideas for how to write their own article as homework.

Unit 6

Vocabulary

Grammar

Cambridge Specific Things

Parts of the body and
words connected to health.
page 70

Zero, first and second
conditionals; unless, as
long as provided/providing
(that) and in case.
page 72

The reading section on
page 71 is a good exercise
to practice text
comprehension as a whole
and summarising the
important points of a text.
While the exercise itself is
not directly related to an
exam exercise, it can be
used to help guide the
students to improve their
skills, especially for Part 7
of the Reading and Use of
English section of the
exam.

Idioms connected to health
and illness.
page 73

Third conditional, I wish
and if only.
page 76

The conditionals, especially the second and third, are often used in Part 4 of the Reading and
Use of English section, so should be explained well to the students to make sure they have no
problems with its use and application. This is also true of the other grammar point on page 72,
unless, as long as, in case, etc, as they appear quite frequently in this section.
Unit 7

Vocabulary
Music and film, and media
habits.
page 84
Compound nouns and
adjectives.
page 87

Grammar
Reported speech announcements and
questions.
page 86
Reported speech - other
reporting verbs and
structures.
page 90

Cambridge Specific Things
While the Listening in this
unit is not exactly an
exercise from the exam, it
can be easily turned into a
format similar to Part 1
with a few questions about
the content for the
students, ie What does
Ahmed bin Fahad collect?
In all listenings, students
should underline the key
information they need to
listen out for before
beginning the exercise.

Writing a review is another style of writing piece that students should know for the B2 exam, just
in case. It is important in reviews to use adjectives correctly to describe exactly how the
students felt about the thing/experience they are writing about. Try to come up as a class with
ten more adjectives that they can use in this section to be able to draw from a wide vocabulary.
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3rd Trimester Objectives
Official Exam Preparation: Cambridge B2 First
In this trimester you should finish units 8 and 9.
This level is for students who are usually in their first year of preparing to take the B2 exam.
While some may be ready to take the exam after this year, most will likely not be ready.
There is a lot of content in the book, so you can and should skip the Gateway to Life sections in
each chapter, unless there is an exercise that is perfect to practice for the exam.
You should be practicing exercises from the entire exam each trimester. They have already had
an overview. Note that there might be some exercises in the book that are more appropriate for
the CAE (C1) exam. You can spend less time on these, but make sure they are familiar with the
types of exercises that will be on their trimester exam.
The Gateway to Exam section at the end of Chapter 8 is a great way to practice specific
exercises for the FCE exam. Make sure you include these in your planning of the trimester.
You can begin Unit 10 if you have time, but this is not a priority.
All new and necessary vocabulary can be found on pages 136-142 in the student’s book.

Vocabulary

Unit 8

Natural disasters and
words connected with
natural disasters
page 96
Prepositional phrases with
verbs
page 99

Grammar
The passive and passive
with two objects
page 98-99
The passive with say,
know, believe, etc
page 102-103

Cambridge specific things
As you come to the end of
the year, your students
should have seen all the
sections of the exam at
least twice throughout the
year. Make sure that you
continue to work on any
sections where they need
help, using
online/academy resources
where necessary.

The Speaking section of this unit is not particularly useful in an exam situation, so while you
might want to look at it, don’t spend more time that is necessary. Rather look for other exam
specific speaking exercises that you can replace this with that deal with the same themes from
the unit.
The passive is a very important tense in English, much more than in Spanish, and the language
from this unit is perfect for the more formal writings that they are expected to do in the exam.
The language is particularly useful in essays, so make sure that students are including some of
these passive constructions in their essays to get more points for their answers.

Vocabulary

Unit 9

Everyday technology and
verbs connected to
technology
page 110
Phrasal verbs connected
with technology and
computers
page 113

Grammar
Relative clauses
page 112-113
Gerunds and Infinitives
page 116-117

Cambridge specific things
The reading activity in this
unit is a perfect fit for
Section 6 of the exam. To
do this well, students
should take note of the
pronouns, topics,
connectors, etc of the
missing sentences, and
the sentences before and
after each gap, so that
they can choose the
correct sentence for the
gap.

Listening Part 3 from the exam has a great exercise from the Listening activity in this unit as
well. Make sure the students read the statements before doing the listening, and underline key
information from these statements, so that they know what they are listening for. During the first
listening, they should put a mark next to the answer they think is correct and then in the second
listening confirm that their initial idea is correct.
Writing a report, just like a review, an essay, etc has a specific form and layout, so make sure
that students know how to set out and plan for writing a report. Practice in class writing up a
plan or two, and then having them complete the report at home for homework.

